
Title: Online Gender Sensitization Programme  

Date: 29.06.21 

Mode: Online  

Participants: 31 

 

Objective: To raise awareness about consent and sexual harassment so that students can resist harassment 

on the college campus and also in their personal lives.  

 

Context: Sexual harassment is a huge problem that plagues not only women, but also men though to a much 

smaller extent. However, most of the students, particularly those coming from the less privileged backgrounds 

have little idea about consent and hence cannot even identify those forms of harassment which are not so 

obvious. In this context making them aware of the nitty gritty of consent and harassment is essential.  

 

Practice: The ICC and Gender Sensitization Committee in collaboration with the English Department of the 

college organized an online workshop for students on 29th June, 2021. The workshop, conducted by 

Debapratim Chakraborty, Assistant Professor of the English Department, focused primarily on the issue of 

consent and aimed at making the students understand the finer nuances of the topic particularly in the context 

of romantic/sexual relationships. Various aspects of the topic were introduced by presenting imaginary 

scenarios to which the students were asked to respond according to their own understanding of consent. The 

instructor then amended their responses as necessary and further illustrated the points by showing film clips, 

popular memes, animations etc and narrating anecdotes which would be easily relatable to the students. 

 

Evidence of success: The programme was attended by 31 students who participated enthusiastically 

bringing their own views and personal experiences into the discussion. The response recorded by them in the 

feedback form provided by the organizers bear testimony to how much they felt benefitted from the 

programme.  

 

Problems Encountered: Since the programme was held online quite a few students could not attend it 

because of connectivity issues or had to face interruptions.  

 

 Poster         Feedback 

  

Timestamp Name
 Did the event meet your expectation?Did the event change any of your views?What did you like about the event?Do you want such sessions?

6-29-2021 19.57.19 Farjana Nasrin 6th semester yes yes Everything Yes

6-29-2021 19.57.25 Neha Sultana 2nd sem yes yes It is so much relatable in our society & cultureYes indeed

6-29-2021 19.58.09 Manisha Chatterjee 6 somewhat somewhat Everything Yes

6-29-2021 19.58.13 Satabdi Bhattacharjee 6 yes yes It was very helpful to explore the unknown points about what is consent and it was very very detailed and interesting as well.Absolutely

6-29-2021 19.58.22 Riya Ghosh Sem 4 yes yes Different views on relationshipYes

6-29-2021 19.58.37 Joyati Dutta 4 yes yes All topic and the lectureYes

6-29-2021 19.58.50 Prarthana Roy Semester 2 yes yes It was really frank and informative. It cleared our visions about many stereotype ideasobviously. Its time to talk about this things more frequently

6-29-2021 19.58.50 Madhuboni Mistry Second yes yes It was a very informative event. It helps me a lot to understand this things.yes

6-29-2021 19.59.34 Nibedita Mistri Sem 6 yes yes The concept of the event Yes 

6-29-2021 19.59.56 Lata Sarkar 6th yes somewhat The unfiltered discussionSure!

6-29-2021 20.00.13 Rimpa Ghosh 6th yes somewhat It's worth learning event. It helps to change view and perspective.Yes

6-29-2021 20.00.14 Kakali Biswas Sem 4 yes yes Everything to be true. This event went amazing. And the discussion about consent and boundaries is helpful.Yes

6-29-2021 20.01.40 Ankita Saha Sem 6 yes yes The openness of the discussion Sure 

6-29-2021 20.02.51 Arunima Ray. Sem - 2. yes somewhat Everything. Yes.

6-29-2021 20.04.31 Antara Saha Sem 4 yes yes Lecture Yes 

6-29-2021 20.05.51 Sonali Sarkar Second Semester yes yes This event  clearly talks about sex,consent and the so called stereotypical sexual problems..Yes

6-29-2021 20.06.44 Priyanka Podder Sem 2 yes yes Frankly discussions about such a topic 'Consent in any kind of relationship'Yes

6-29-2021 20.11.39 Soma Saha Sem 6 yes yes Everything Yes

6-29-2021 20.14.44 Avik Chatterjee 2nd semester somewhat yes I learn many things about sexual subjects.It is a very good session to learning important subjects in our future life.Yes, it learns many subjects that helps change our mind in bad ideas.Its help everyone to know that things to develope our society.

6-29-2021 20.14.51 Riya Das 4 yes yes Lectures by professorsYes

6-29-2021 20.17.46 Nivedita Paul 6 yes yes Changing our perspectiveYes

6-29-2021 20.30.07 Sanojit Das Sem-2 yes yes As a boy I had not idea about concent or like this.So hearing this discussion I  now know such things about concent.Yes

6-29-2021 20.31.47 Lali Das 2nd yes yes I like the whole session Of course

6-29-2021 20.33.37 Labani Ghosh VI yes yes The topic is nicely explained.  Yes. 

6-29-2021 20.42.01 Ananya Das 4th yes yes Everything. Discussion of Problems and its solutions.  Yes ofcourse. 

6-29-2021 20.42.13 Shreshtha Debnath Sem 2 yes yes The session changed my views in many ways and there was a lot of scope for us to participate in the talkYes

6-29-2021 20.42.44 ARNAB ROY SEM 2 yes somewhat It is too knowledgeable Yeah I want

6-29-2021 20.43.22 Dhruboraj Sardar 2nd yes yes Honestly every thing. Yes. It's motivational session .I personally like it .

6-29-2021 20.54.07 Barna Ghosh 6 yes yes Everything Yes

6-29-2021 20.57.45 Haimantika Dutta Vi yes yes The lesson what  our teachers taught about gender educationyes

6-29-2021 21.02.39 Anwesa Mondal 4th yes yes I really like the whole discussion about gender sensation.Yes

6-29-2021 21.05.59 Soumya Karmakar Sem 2 yes somewhat Sex education Yes

6-29-2021 21.07.45 Soumya Karmakar Sem 2 yes somewhat Sex education Yes

6-29-2021 21.09.23 Shamim Islam Sem 2 yes yes It's  a very helpful event which make  us know about our society. Yes

 
 


